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Creative Reporting
Content Strategy
UX/UI Design
Digital Evaluation

This week's theme.



Every audience member is different.



Is a single report enough?









Takeaway #1

An infographic is an
audience connection
device. Not a report

replacement.







Listicle Format



Each section is its own
message.

Designed just like
presentation slide
design. 

One point per slide.



Finish it off with sources.

And ideally, a call to
action for your readers
next step.



Sequential Format



There are no rules that
sections have to be
equal sized.  

If some spots have more
information, that's fine. 
 But it's still created
frame by frame.



Always share your
references.

Use the very last space
for the next step.



Second person format



Sometimes sections are
separated by
background color
changes.

Sometimes by the
header fonts.

Sometimes by simple
lines.



Getting Fancy



Infographics are used to
capture attention.

Because they often live
on websites, you can
give them life.



Takeaway #2

Most infographics are
designed using a

formulaic process.



www.canva.com/templates/?query=infographics



800 x 2000 px



Title Block

Word Count 7 Simple



Subtitle Block

Word Count 24 Simple



Rectangular Image
Color Block + Icon

Word Count 33 Simple



Attribution & Call to Action Box



Takeaway #3
Constraints can be

useful tools. Especially
for something open like

an infographic.



A story, in five frames.

This is
who I am

now.

When I
was a

kid.

Gradual
changes.

AND THEN
THIS

HAPPENED

Charting
a new
future.



My name is Chris.
I call myself a data
designer. The work I do
is a mix between UX
design and research/
evaluation.

This is who I am now.



When I was a kid I was
constantly drawing
pictures. I wouldn't say
I was good at drawing,
but I did love to draw.

When I was a kid.



As time went on,
through high school
then university, I drew
less and less. By the
time of my first
research position, I was
just a data guy in a
cubicle.

Gradual changes.



And then I became a
father.

And it was through
play with my daughter
that I rediscovered my
love of drawing and
creating.

AND THEN THIS HAPPENED



It was that rediscovery
that changed the
trajectory of my data
career. And now I can't
imagine losing that
creative spark again.
And I work to reignite
that spark in others.

Charting a new future.



https://www.canva.com/templates/
EAEiceh5u1s-cream-simple-ways-
to-reduce-carbon-footprint-
infographic/



Here it is as a PNG ->



Takeaway #4
A simple narrative can

also guide your
infographic creation.



Activity
Now it's your turn.

Can you write your own
story and turn it into an
infographic in Canva?


